
CSR document and note

The CSR rating held by the supplier or obtained thanks to a quick and free self-

assessment via the Label Lucie portal (available in english), must obligatorily be

brought to the attention of Bpifrance to validate your referencing but is not

discriminatory at this stage.

This evaluation allows for the raising of awareness and the initiation of a CSR path

that can go as far as obtaining a Label or a Rating. Bpifrance, thus, wishes to

make its suppliers aware of the challenges and objectives of committing to a CSR

approach. Bpifrance advocates a sustainable, balanced and trust-based

relationship with its suppliers.

Sustainable development and CSR: supporting suppliers in a CSR 

approach

Bpifrance pays particular attention to the CSR

policy of its suppliers in the analysis of offers and

ensures that its consultations are open to

companies employing disabled people.

On our platform, after answering the questions, if your CSR

approach has not been evaluated by a third party, a new field

appears with a link to the website Label Lucie .

The Label Lucie is an organization allowing a free online self-

assessment (available in english). Bpifrance has no partnership

with this label. Any company has the right to be certified by the

organization of its choice. It is a free alternative to evaluate your

CSR approach.

You need then to report on the platform your score in the relevant

field and submit your screenshot of results on "Submit your CSR

rating".

My company is evaluated on its CSR approach by a certified organization. 

My company is not evaluated on its CSR approach by a certified organization. 

On our platform, after answering the questions, you will enter your

rating in the relevant field and submit your label / certificate / CSR

report on "Submit your CSR rating".

Any question ? Please refer to your Bpifrance contact

Foreign supplier only


